CSBS LEAP 21-22 focuses on the intersection of technology and the lived human experience. From digital surveillance of your Insta and Snapchat habits to how Google chooses to autocomplete your search inquiry, life is saturated with technology. This course explores how different social science disciplines study our individual and collective lived experiences in a tech-saturated society, and will provide you tools for understanding what is Real in our highly manipulated, artificially individualized, technology-enhanced lived experience.

Working jointly with the College of Social & Behavioral Science, the LEAP Program has created a two-semester course specifically to help you determine a social science major. These LEAP courses fulfill **three** requirements toward graduation, and fulfill **allied hours** for most majors in the College of Social & Behavioral Science.

**Fall Semester** – The Social Science (BF) portion of CSBS LEAP will focus on how technology is studied in different social sciences. We’ll also consider the lived experiences of individuals within these social science contexts.

**Spring Semester** – During the Humanities (HF) and Diversity (DV) portion of CSBS LEAP we will discuss imaginative engagement with technology and the human experience, using the mediums of literature, film, music, and art.

**SOCIAL & BEHAVIORAL Science LEAP 1101-005 / FALL 2021 TuTh 9:10-10:30 a.m.**